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Abstract: Military command posts (CPs) that predate the Iraq and Afghanistan conflicts were much smaller and

more agile than today’s CPs. Technological advances and sustained combat are key reasons for having larger, more
permanent CPs. For example, more computing means a need for increased power and environmental conditioning
units to keep equipment at proper temperatures. Staffs began to grow, further complicating the issue. Army
strategists recognize weaknesses of having large, fixed, and complex systems; and desire CPs to be more agile,
mobile, scalable, and intuitive. This research uses multi-objective decision analysis theory to evaluate many CP
subsystems as well as different whole-system CP configurations. We built a hierarchical value model to compare
subsystem and whole-system alternatives accounting for mission needs and commanders’ preferences. This model
automatically creates sensitivity analyses and Pareto charts, further aiding decision makers. The hierarchical value
model provides a relatively simple evaluation method to a complex system-of-systems problem.
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